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Citations should be used as a guideline and should be double checked for accuracy. One Flew over the
Cuckoo's Nest. Citation formats are based on standards as of July  Spacing Between Lines Whether your essay
is handwritten, typed or printed, the entire essay should be double-spaced between lines along with 1" margin
on all sides for your teacher to write comments. The word "near", for instance, may be an adverb, an adjective,
a verb, or a preposition depending on the context in which it is used. Set-off quotations should still be indented
10 spaces or 1" from the left margin. Expanded, updated guidelines clarify the use and citation of online
materials, including articles from subscription databases like EBSCO. More is not better. Two dozen new
annotated illustrations demonstrate how actual print and electronic sources are treated in research and
documentation. A complete toolbox for online research, this edition offers guidance in -- finding research
materials online -- judging the quality of information on the Internet -- using expanded and updated MLA
formats to document a wide variety of online sources -- preparing texts in electronic form The MLA
Handbook's authoritative guidelines on research practices and MLA style are enhanced in other ways. Use the
width of your thumb as a rough guide. Although it is not wrong to leave two spaces after a period, it is quite
acceptable nowadays to leave only one space after each punctuation. Don't hesitate to check in a dictionary
whenever you are not sure whether a word is being used as a preposition, a conjunction, a noun, a verb, or an
adverb. When paragraphs are not indented, it is difficult for a reader to see where a new paragraph begins,
hence quadruple-space is called for between paragraphs. Since the publication of the first edition in , the MLA
Handbook has sold over four million copies worldwide. Shakespeare's Theater. Minimal information
providing simple identification is adequate. For those writing a lengthy document, i. If you are NOT indenting,
you will start each paragraph flush to the left margin. However, NO space should be left in front of a
punctuation mark; for example, the following would be incorrect: op. Spacing Between Words In general,
leave one space between words and one space after every comma, semi-colon, or colon. Citations contain only
title, author, edition, publisher, and year published. MLA handbook for writers of research papers. Left justify
or justify your essay, but type in the hyphens yourself where needed. Between a Rock and a Hard Place. For
nearly half a century, the style recommended by the Modern Language Association for scholarly manuscripts
and student research papers has been widely adopted and required not only by journals and presses but also by
schools, departments, and individual instructors. Applied Economics: Thinking beyond Stage One. For
complicated details on how to cite titles and quotations within titles, sacred texts, shortened titles, exceptions
to the rule, etc. Burnt by the Sun. The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter. Simply write: 5 Remember, there is no period
after the page number. The Monster That Challenged the World. Titles of Books, Magazines, Newspapers, or
Journals When used within the text of your paper, titles of all full-length works such as novels, plays, books,
should be underlined, e. Traditionally, two spaces are required at the end of every sentence whether the
sentence ends with a period, a question mark, or an exclamation mark. Indent set-off quotations 10 spaces or
1" from the left margin. Description The revisions in the sixth edition of the MLA Handbook focus on the
areas of greatest concern to students undertaking research projects today. Two Cats and the Woman They
Own. New topics have been added, and citation examples, the list of suggested writing guides, and the
appendix of reference works by field have been expanded and updated 69 Silver cover textbooks office. Right
Justify and Automatic Hyphens: Do not right justify your entire essay and do not automatically format
hyphens if you are using special features on your word processor. Creature from the Black Lagoon. Electronic
submission of documents is becoming more common as e-mail is being used widely. If your written report or
research paper is extremely long, it may be helpful to include a Table of Contents showing the page number
where each section begins. The MLA documentation formats have not been changed in the sixth edition, but
many guidelines have been added or refined.


